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This volume figures in a series published as part of a project at the Centro Scavi di Torino that seeks to (re)analyze the artefacts found at Old Nisa and thus update earlier publications by Jutake. The marble sculptures from Old Nisa figure among the most significant pieces of Hellenized eastern art. Although some of them had been the subject of previous studies, no systematic study has yet been made of all of them. This volume provides a new catalog of all the marble sculptures (including fragments that are presented herein for the first time) from Old Nisa with photographs.

Invernizzi describes these sculptures in detail and their classification, in particular from an iconographic point of view. He insists on the close affiliation of these sculptures, which were probably produced locally, with Hellenistic arts. But he also emphasizes the originality of certain features in comparison with the Mediterranean world; these artists made original, meaningful variations on the motifs and styles of Hellenistic sculpture, whence the assumption that excellent Asian-Greek workshops and sculptors were working for the Asian royal courts in central Asia.

Invernizzi also speculates on the significance that such sculptures might have had for royal clients, and relates these images (Greek gods displayed in a shrine in Arsacid Nisa) to the Iranian cultural and religious environment.
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